Is your funding speed up to speed?

Digital Document Services

The numbers are staggering: 108 million Americans had car loans in 2017,¹ and 85% of all car purchases that year were financed.² That’s a lot of paper for lenders to contend with.

Expedite your funding turnaround with 99% data accuracy guaranteed.³ Dealertrack Digital Document Services provides same-day contract processing, every day — regardless of your contract volume — so you can fund faster and stay top-of-mind with your dealer partners.

End inefficiency, break bottlenecks, drive more revenue

- Get recognized as a fast, overnight funder
- Maintain same-day turnaround speed, regardless of contract volume fluctuations
- Optimize your operational expenses
- Ensure your new-found speed remains consistent and compliant

¹ Household Debit and Credit, 2017 Q4, Federal Reserve Bank of New York, Feb 2018
² State of the Automotive Finance Market: A Look at Loans and Leases in Q1 2018, Experian
³ Data entry accuracy determined on a weekly basis through review of random sampling of contracts per lender and as outlined in Lender agreement.

Learn how Dealertrack Digital Contracting Services steps up your funding speed and adds value to your dealer relationships.
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